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Something is rotten in Okinawa... The floating smell of death hangs over the island. What is it? A

strange, legged fish appears on the scene... So begins Tadashi and Kaori's spiral into the horror

and stench of the sea. Here is the creepiest masterpiece of horror manga ever from the creator of

Uzumaki, Junji Ito. Hold your breath until all is revealed.
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This is a very disturbing book by the ever-scary Junji Ito. While I still liked Uzumaki more, I cannot

deny that this is an interesting horror story. The bonus stories are also very very horrifying as well

(and maybe less grotesque). If you like horror and Junji Ito's works, you will probably like this story

but be prepared to be disturbed

Ito is a wonderful artist and certainly has interesting ideas as evident in Uzumaki and this graphic

novel, Gyo. The only reason I give Gyo a 4 instead of 5 is that the transitioning isn't very well done

(this was a problem in Uzumaki as well). Ito presents the problem, does a time skip, and all of a

sudden monsters everywhere. It goes from point A immediately to point D. There's no what when

how did this happen. It's just there. Besides this, Gyo is a very interesting and disturbing read and I

would recommend any fan of Ito to pick it up.As for the book and packaging itself, the deluxe

version is very well made and just looks beautiful. Very sleek and sturdy. It came on time, no

defects in packaging, no damage done to book.



THIS POST CONTAINS SPOILERS SO READ WITH CAUTION:I really like this book but i must

admit the overall concept was not as scary as Uzumaki. I don't find fish with legs all that scary.

Though it pains me to say as a big fan of Junji Ito, the book was kind of boring until mid way through

when it started to affect humans. I really loved the two short stories in the end, "The sad tale of

principal post" and "The Enigma of Amigara falls" (the latter which is one of my favorite stories by

him). Those two stories are more the horror i like to see by Junji. Overall, it was a good book with

the best illustrations a horror manga fan could ask for because Junji Ito is THE BEST horror manga

artist ever!

I am an enormous fan of Mr. Junji's work. I first learned of his work through a YouTube reading of

"The Enigma of Amigara Fault" and Instantly fell in love! I was especially happy to see that the same

story that introduced me to his work was included in this book as well! It should really be listed as a

"3-in-1" because it also has the incredibly short story "The Sad Tale of the Principle Post" which is

only 4 pages long. It's a gorgeous hardcover read from right to left in English, and has full color

illustrations on the inside covers. This book is a STEAL as the listed price is $22.99 on the back

cover. Get it, you won't be disappointed!

Very disturbing book. If you enjoy Junji Ito though, you will definitely enjoy this story. Only reason I

give it 4 stars is because I found myself a bit annoyed by one of the characters. Still a very

interesting read though.

The entire GYO story along with a couple of short one-shot comics at the end. The book itself is

great condition, solid and clear printing. The art is fantastic and spooky. The story is very strange

and not well done. An enjoyable, quick read but not the horror story it was hyped to be.

This book is huge and so worth the price!!! First off the art work is fantastic!! The book itself really

looks like it well made. Im looking forword to reading it and will give a story review after I do.

I'm glad that Junji Ito's works are being released seeing as how I adored Lovecraft like stories.

Although Gyo is not one of my favorites done by Ito, if this was split into 2 volumes while being

paperback I probably would have regretted buying the series the day of release. This is a 2 in one

hardcover I got it for 10$ and it was worth it, I don't want to speak much in the story just because I



feel that anything I say could be a spoiler. This hardcover comes with 2 extra chapter in the back,

one of them is my favorite story of Ito's so this book is definitely worth the price, and i would actually

suggest this to be your first indulgence into Ito's works, because they only get better from here.
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